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Museum Archives: An Introduction. Ed. Deborah Wythe. Second Edition. Chicago:
Society of American Archivists, 2004. $62.00. 256 pp. Index, black and white illustra-
tions. Hardcover.

Museums, young and old, large and small, pay heed. As John Carlin, archivist of the
United States and administrator of the National Archives, wrote in 1999, "Archivists
and museum professionals sometimes act as if they live in separate worlds. Archivists
preserve records for research. Curators preserve artifacts for exhibit."' In fact, preserva-
tion is the operative word. Establishing an archives and developing a records manage-
ment policy saves the collective institutional memory. Museums change over time,
whether because of a change in collecting focus or community pressures or financial
difficulties, and their archives can be invaluable resources to document those changes
for future staffers. This series of essays, all written by practitioners with experience in
a variety of museum settings, revises and updates Museum Archives: An Introduction,
by William Deiss, published by the Society of American Archivists in 1984.

The book is divided into four sections. The first of these explores the development
of the museum archives movement, archives in a museum context, and how to get a
museum archives started. The next section is a thorough "how-to" primer on the basics
of gathering and arranging archives. Section three explains how to manage archival
collections. The fourth section offers essays on two timely and thorny issues facing
museums: NAGPRA (Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act) and
the restitution of Nazi-looted art. The book concludes with a useful resource guide to
professional organizations, funding sources, and archival products vendors.

The introduction includes Ann Marie Przybyla's essay on the development of the
museum archive movement, which is an interesting and useful reminder of why museum
archives have taken on a life of their own. Deborah Wythe explains the importance of
context and how archives fit into the larger museum institution. Museum archives not
only document the evolution of a museum but also provide access to that evolution. As
museums today constantly reevaluate and shift their missions from being warehouses
of materials to becoming dynamic educational institutions, the records of those chal-
lenges and changes are incredibly important for documenting the internal debates
and conclusions. A museum archives includes administration and board records as
well as documents relating to development (fund-raising) efforts, public relations, and
membership. In "Getting Started," Susan Klier Koutsky outlines the steps necessary
to establish an archives, including the attainment of funding and space.

Section two presents essays on the ABCs of archives. Deborah Wythe explains the
importance of the appraisal (known among museum curators as a collection policy)
that provides the rationale for what will be collected. Polly Darnell's essay on arrange-
ment of archival materials details the differences between museum object cataloging
and archival cataloging, although the basic principle-control of the collection-is
common to both museums and archives. Wythe extends Darnell's essay by explain-
ing archival description and the creation of finding aids and other research tools. She
also includes a useful discussion about automated databases. How the archives are
used by researchers or museum staff is the topic of Susan K. Anderson's essay. She
outlines the need for a code of ethics and the development of restrictions, including a
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research policy that is enforced. As with museum collections, archival collections exist
to be used. Marisa Bourgoin discusses outreach and public programs, with a useful
sidebar about Archives Week. Public programs and outreach efforts include activities
for school groups, exhibitions, lectures, and Web sites. With publicity, perseverance,
and creativity, a museum archives can attract visitors, donations, and funding. Fred
Calabretta addresses the role of oral history in an archives. As many museums conduct
oral history projects within their communities, the raw material presents special chal-
lenges for cataloging, storage, and use. Calabretta walks the reader through the steps
of designing an oral history project, selecting the equipment, conducting the interview,
and processing the product.

Managing an archival collection is the topic of the third section. Wythe explains
what a records survey is and does. Sarah R. Demb discusses accessioning and stresses
that this task in an archival setting, with concerns about copyright and certain restric-
tions, is different from object accessioning and thus should be done by an archivist
rather than by the registrar. Demb continues with an essay on preservation, in which
she outlines environmental standards and use of pesticides. In a useful sidebar, she
includes a brief discussion of the standards promoted by the American National Stan-
dards Institute (ANSI) and the National Information Standards Organization (NISO)
and provides information on the basic publications by these agencies. Paula Stewart
reminds the reader that security issues include proper maintenance of the facility as
well as proper use of materials during research. She then discusses the importance
of records management to ensure the proper retention of records that are transferred
to the archives and to identify inactive records or records that may be destroyed.
Finally, Stewart provides a pithy discussion about disaster planning. Because of their
very nature, archives pose special challenges in disaster preparedness and response.
Stewart stresses that disaster planning is not a one-time event; it is dynamic and re-
quires regular updating. The next four essays concern specific types of collections:
photographic, audiovisual, architectural, and electronic. In each, the authors outline
storage and description needs as well as preservation concerns. For archives that also
include three-dimensional objects, specimens, artwork, and other materials, Anthony
Reed offers an interesting look at how to deal with these items and makes a strong case
for communication between the curator, the archivist, and the librarian.

The final section of Museum Archives contains two essays on NAGPRA and Nazi-
looted art. For museums, NAGPRA (Native American Graves Protection and Repa-
triation Act) is both blessing and curse, requiring museums to inventory their Native
American-related collections to determine what materials fall under the definition
of the act and then to work with representatives of the tribes to return effected items
to their proper place. Returning art looted by the Nazis during World War II, as with
the return of Native American items, requires close cooperation between curators,
registrars, and archivists to determine the provenance of a disputed piece.

Written by archives professionals, Museum Archives is clearly intended to be a primer
for museum directors, board members, and curators. These museum professionals need
to be aware of the importance of establishing an archives program for their institutions
as well as the differences between an archives and a museum collection. Throughout,
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the authors stress the need for communication between museum and archives profes-
sionals. They provide useful references to books dedicated to specific topics, such
as oral history and the law, writing exhibition texts, or creating a Web site, but if a
museum has funds or space for only one book, Museum Archives is it. Every museum
should have this book on its reference shelf.

Barbara C. Batson
Exhibitions Coordinator
The Library of Virginia

NOTES
1. John W. Carlin, "Your Past Is Disappearing: What Museums Should Know about the Twentieth-

Century Archives Crisis," Museum News, 79:1 (1999): 46.
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Cataloging Sheet Music: Guidelines for Use with AACR2 and the MARC Format.
Prepared by the Working Group on Sheet Music Cataloging Guidelines, Bibliographic
Control Committee, Music Library Association. Compiled and edited by Lois Schultz
and Sarah Shaw. Lanham, Maryland: Scarecrow Press and Music Library Association,
2003. Music Library Association Technical Reports, No. 28. $45.00. 206 pp. Glossary,
index, and bibliography. Soft cover.

The aim of Cataloging Sheet Music, according to its compilers, is to "demystify"
sheet music cataloging for librarians and archivists who are not music specialists and
to solve more complex problems for experienced catalogers (pp. ix-x). Sheet music is
the primary means by which music was disseminated from 1800 to the 1920s, when
the recording industry took over. The music, lyrics, and title pages (known to collec-
tors as "covers") provide documentation of social and political history and popular
attitudes, as well as musical tastes. Unfortunately, all too often, sheet music languishes
uncataloged in archives and library collections because there is no music specialist
on staff to provide the cataloging that would make it accessible to users. With luck,
an inventory or in-house database provides some access; more often sheet music is
simply filed by title or composer, or stored to be dealt with at a future date, making a
valuable resource unavailable.

The compilers of the guidelines, all music librarians with expertise in cataloging,
have provided both an excellent introduction to sheet music and its problems, and a
thorough presentation of the choices that archivists and librarians can make to provide
better access to their collections. Not surprisingly, the compilers begin by defining
sheet music exclusively by format, as "musical notation printed on sheets of paper that
remain unattached and unbound at time of sale" (p. 1). The chapters that follow deal
with description (at some length), with points of access and authority control, and with
the levels of description recommended by various authorities.

Several authoritative cataloging sources are quoted throughout the guidelines. Basic
to the discussion is AACR2, the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules,' but pertinent rule
interpretations and guidelines are added from Library of Congress Rule Interpreta-
tions (LCRI) and the Cataloging Service Bulletin, as well as the Music Cataloging
Bulletin. Specialist issues, such as dealing with printers and engravers, which are more
thoroughly covered in Descriptive Cataloging of Rare Books,2 are revealed. Chapter
1 of Cataloging Sheet Music, on description, explicates Chapter 5 of AACR2, section
by section, as it applies to sheet music, with augmentations from the other authorities
when necessary. Quotes from all the cataloging authorities are grouped together and
highlighted in boxes, so that the authorities are clearly demarcated and the discussion
can be easily followed.

Chapter 2, on access and authority control, is very brief, listing suggested access
points-some obvious (title, composer) and some less obvious to the nonspecialist,
including musical forms and genres, special characteristics (such as the presence of
advertisements or illustrations), and points of special consideration, which would
include engravers or lithographers, local printers, publishers, or distributors, and any
other points of access a particular institution might want to stress.
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The issue of uniform titles is also discussed briefly. Uniform titles are the means by
which music catalogers deal with compositions without a distinctive title ("Sonata,"
for example, or "Symphony"). Without some means of organizing such pieces in a
catalog, chaos would result, but assigning uniform titles correctly can stymie even
veteran music catalogers and can completely flummox the nonspecialist or novice.
The compilers of the guidelines conclude, however, that,"most sheet music does not
require uniform titles, as distinctive titles are generally present'" (p. 54). The cases
where uniform titles are required usually involve songs from larger works, such as
song cycles, musical plays, or operas, and suitable examples are provided.

Choice of access points is clearly an individual institutional decision, based on the
institution's emphasis, as well as the search capabilities (or weaknesses) of its catalogs.
The same is true of levels of detail, which is the subject of Chapter 3. The guidelines
include a discussion of the levels of detail provided for in AACR2, with specific ref-
erence to how they apply to sheet music. In the AACR system, level one is minimal
cataloging, level two is core-level cataloging that provides all necessary bibliographic
information, and level three is enhanced cataloging for specialist institutions. The
recommended minimal cataloging for sheet music has more detail than required in
AACR2, because of the special nature of the format. The AACR2 levels of detail are
also compared with other standards: the National Level Bibliographic Record, which
has two levels, and the Cooperative Cataloging Council's Core Bibliographic Record
for Printed and Manuscript Music, revised February 25, 2003. Both are presented in
Chapter 4.

The guidelines favor the second AACR2 level of cataloging, which can be enhanced,
unlike the first level, which is too minimal for sheet music. It is clear that the second
(core) level is favored because it provides for notes, subject headings, and added
entries not included in the minimal level record. Core-level cataloging can also be
easily enhanced by other institutions in a shared cataloging environment, although
such changes appear in the notes fields for the most part. The discussion of levels of
detail is illuminating, and will help institutions to provide a cataloging level suitable
to their collections. Even institutions that decide on descriptive solutions other than
item-level cataloging will benefit from this consideration of access points that are
deemed essential.

Finally, there are copious examples of catalog records for almost every conceivable
type of cataloging situation. An extensive appendix (pp. 63-189) contains these ex-
amples, providing facsimiles of title pages or chief sources of information, along with
catalog records for all three levels of detail, displaying MARC coding (using OCLC
as the standard) and a sample record in OPAC format as well. The guidelines refer to
the examples, which can also be perused on their own. They are amazingly helpful.

Providing access to sheet music requires an expenditure of time and resources, and
institutions that decide to catalog sheet music at any level should keep in mind the
varieties of potential users of sheet music collections-some with agendas that may
differ from the scope of the holding institution. Perhaps to inspire institutions in this
regard, the bibliography includes a section entitled "Recent Research: A Selection of
Articles and Books Resulting from Sheet Music Research," which covers writings on
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everything from popular songs and politicians to depictions of old age on sheet music
covers.

The music cataloging world owes the compilers of Cataloging Sheet Music a debt
of thanks for making the format comprehensible even to nonspecialists by putting to-
gether such a useful summary of the applicable cataloging authorities, for locating and
incorporating so many excellent examples, and for providing choices for institutions
that may not wish to provide extensive item cataloging for their sheet music collec-
tions. By demystifying the sheet music format and the cataloging process, Cataloging
Sheet Music provides the tools to make the information contained in this daunting
format more accessible.

Suzanne Flandreau
Librarian and Archivist

Center for Black Music Research
Columbia College Chicago

NOTES
1. Anglo American Cataloging Rules, 2nd ed., 2002 revision (Chicago: American Library Association,

1982).
2. Descriptive Cataloging of Rare Books. 2nd ed. (Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress Cataloging

Distribution Service, 1991).
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Ethics and the Archival Profession: Introduction and Case Studies. By Karen Benedict.
Chicago: Society of American Archivists, 2003. $34.95. $24.95 to SAA members., 91
pp. Appendix and bibliography. Soft cover.

We all love stories, a fact that Karen Benedict turns to her advantage in this read-
able volume. Ethics and the Archival Profession opens with an introduction and three
short chapters exploring the interplay between ethical concerns, professional conduct,
legal requirements, and institutional policies and procedures. The body of her book
is a much longer "chapter" consisting of 40 scenarios, or case studies, that explore
ethical dilemmas in seventeen categories-copyright, donor relations, privacy, and so
on. These case studies have been written by Benedict herself and six fellow archivists:
Timothy Ericson (whose contributions number more than a dozen), Mark Greene, Leon
Miller, Mark Shelstad, Robert Sink, and Robert Spindler. All are set in archive-rich
"Sagamore County," a pedagogical creation of Ericson's.

A typical and timely case study (by Benedict) describes a situation in which a promi-
nent politician has deposited his papers with a university with the stipulation that, until
the end of his active political career, access to them be limited to faculty and students
for educational purposes. As might be expected, one of the politician's opponents
demands access to the papers under the state's Open Records Act. The study goes on
to identify the ethical concerns in the case and to suggest a resolution.

While many of the studies deal with embarrassing or otherwise sensitive material
discovered in archives or potential acquisitions, others address archivists' personal
conduct and professional development. The studies, Benedict points out, are designed
to promote discussion in classes and workshops, and of course make for livelier reading
than a textbook-style survey. In many of the studies, reference is made to the Society
of American Archivists' Code of Ethics, included (with commentaries) in the book's
appendix. The work also includes a substantial bibliography on ethics in libraries and
archives.

Benedict's is a respected name in archival circles, and a brief note on the volume's
back cover identifies her, but a page providing information about her fellow contribu-
tors would have been welcome. In addition, what were presumably some last-minute
changes have resulted in a mismatch between the table of contents and the volume's
actual page numbers.

Grove Koger
Reference Librarian, Adult Services

Boise Public Library, Idaho
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Describing Archives: A Content Standard. Chicago: Society of American Archivists,
2004. ISBN: 1-931666-08-3. $49.00. 269 pp. Appendices. Soft cover.

The path to archival descriptive standardization has been long and not without
conflict. One can't help but be impressed at the persistence and patience of the active
participants in this effort, particularly given the relatively slow adoption rates of some
of the major standards products. It is to be hoped that Describing Archives: A Content
Standard (DACS) is rapidly embraced by the profession.

The manual occupies a sensible middle ground between the level of descriptive
consistency necessary for interchange and the kind of customization necessitated by
local circumstances. This flexibility is manifested in several important aspects. Be-
cause DACS is a content standard, its emphasis is on clearly defining each element of
archival description and the semantic relationships among the elements. DACS does
not prescribe the syntax, or element order, in which descriptions are to be structured.
Three levels of detail are specified, with both single- and multi-level descriptions.
This allows repositories considerable latitude in choosing which descriptive elements
to use and in selecting the systems to store, manipulate, and deliver those elements.
At the same time, well-defined elements that support consistent use will facilitate
both human understanding and machine processing of archival descriptions that cross
repository borders.

The Introduction explains the genesis of DACS and its relationship to previous and
current related descriptive standards, such as APPM, ISAD(G) and ISAAR(CPF).
The manual includes a clear and concise articulation of the principles underlying
DACS. Each element's description includes its purpose and scope, exclusions, sources
of information, and general rules. Particularly helpful are examples of each element
presented in a "plain vanilla" form as well as with EAD and MARC 21 encoding.
Frequent inclusions of commentary notes explaining some of the finer points are a
welcome addition.

The description of records creators individuals, families, and corporate bodies is
treated with a depth equivalent to the description of records. There is a balanced dis-
cussion of the advantages and disadvantages of combining or separating descriptions
of creators and their records. Commentaries regarding similar or overlapping infor-
mation in the two kinds of description would be a useful aid. For example, functions
and activities that generated records are included in the scope and content element of
records descriptions as well as in the administrative/biographical history of records
creators. Suggestions for reconciling functional information in the two elements would
be welcome.

Since the authors are so scrupulous in preserving their output neutrality, or the format
in which descriptions can be presented (i.e., database, HTML or EAD encoded docu-
ments, or text-based), I'll be presumptuous and encourage them, in the next edition, to
express some of the examples in formats other than lists and prose paragraphs. Visual
displays of information are a powerful means of expressing complex relationships. How
about charts to represent family relationships and corporate reporting structures?

A number of aids are included to facilitate use of DACS. Notable are a glossary, a list
of companion standards, and crosswalks-or translation procedures-between DACS
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and APPM, ISAD(G), ISAAR(CPF), EAD and MARC. DACS is a welcome addition
to the archivist's descriptive toolkit.

Jill Tatem
Acting Director, University Archives

Case Western Reserve University
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Developing and Maintaining Practical Archives: A How-To-Do-It Manual, Second
Edition. By Gregory S. Hunter. New York: Neal-Schuman Publishers, 2003. $65.00.
457 pp. Index and appendix. Soft cover.

Gregory S. Hunter, a professor of library and information science at Long Island
University, a professional information management consultant, and the first president
of the Academy of Certified Archivists, is the author of two titles in Neal-Schuman's
How-To-Do-It Manual series, the other being Preserving Digital Information, published
in 2000. Hunter's more recent work is the second edition of Practical Archives and,
like the first, it is an all-purpose guide for the archives professional-full time, part
time or volunteer. While the manual would be most useful to the archivist who found
him- or herself in the job without much formal archival education, it could serve as a
ready reference work for the seasoned professional as well.

Hunter's book is comprehensive in its scope, covering all aspects of archival work,
from definitions of terms to appraisal, arrangement, digitization, and electronic records.
In fact, one of the chief differences between the first and second editions is in the treat-
ment of digital records, which reflects changes in the field. Formulating policies for
dealing with electronic records and addressing the need for systems to create, store,
and access them are important new topics. Other additions to this edition are the last
three chapters: Audiovisual Archives, Management, and The Archival Profession.

The new chapters give the reader information on subjects of great interest to archi-
vists. Audiovisual collections have long been difficult media for archivists to handle.
Changing formats and the advent of digital audiovisual technologies have challenged
archivists to keep up with methods for preserving the information recorded in the vari-
ous analog and digital forms. The usefulness of this information is corroborated by
the workshops and sessions on photographs and other audiovisual media that continue
to fill quickly at professional conferences. The chapter on management addresses a
long-needed and often ignored subject in the professional literature and, at least from
my personal experience, one that is lacking in the curriculum of archival education
as well. Hunter's chapter highlighting archival organizations, ethics, and certification
helps to inform the reader of the importance of meeting professional standards and
staying connected and involved.

Although a certain amount of theory finds its way into this otherwise practical
handbook, the fact that archival educators use this manual as a textbook speaks to the
value of such an approach. One could complain that Hunter theorizes too much, but
as he states in the chapter on the archival profession, it is just this sort of theoretical
knowledge that helps to define archives work as a profession. Hunter also recognizes
the realities of limited time and money facing many archivists when he advises that
"new initiatives must be balanced with other priorities of the institutions" (p. 150).

Despite being a manual and textbook, PracticalArchives is a very readable volume.
The organization of the text enhances its look and accessibility. Important data is
presented in the form of charts, and extensive endnotes illuminate the text and refer
the reader to other titles on the subject. The charts help to display important points
graphically, allowing the reader to make comparisons. For example, one chart illustrates
the application of copyright law to the copying of published and unpublished works
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(p. 228). Unfortunate mistakes in the layout of the book, however, have caused some
words to be misplaced within one chart and the text to be truncated in midsentence
within some others.

Another feature that Hunter employs is a frequent use of lists. He gives the reader five
characteristics of a good finding aid, Oliver Wendell Holmes' five levels of arrangement,
and ten "Hunter's Hints" on archival arrangement, among others. Some of the best
parts of the book are the short quotes from the news media that serve as illustrations
of the everyday nature of archival work and point to the fact that our field of archives
is not ignored, but rather is a newsworthy subject. Stories about archivists, archives,
and manuscript collections find their way into the news with surprising frequency.
From one of the book's news quotes we learn, for example, that after the 1980 Mount
Saint Helen's eruption, Weyerhauser's archival records documenting a much bigger
1962 disaster provided the information the company needed to handle the aftermath
of the later eruption.

As I read the book, I was reminded of the reasons why I do what I do. After a num-
ber of years, archival know-how can seem to be second nature. However, a close look
at the major topics, backed up with a good dose of classic as well as newer archival
theory, helps to refocus one's attention on proper form. Appraisal, for example, has
been written about extensively in the archival literature for decades. As I read this
chapter, I was reminded of a workshop I attended on records management many years
ago. Following the workshop, one attendee asked the presenter how she knew what to
save. The presenter brushed aside the question as if to say it was just too obvious for
any response. But the workshop attendee was right to ask. Proper records manage-
ment (and archival retention) depends on good appraisal skills. Knowing how to do
an archival appraisal affects everything that follows. When I was new to the field, an
archivist with years of experience advised me that archives are not about what you
save, but about what you throw away. Hunter bears this out with his archival fact that
only 1 to 10 percent of records are (and should be) actually saved.

The A*CENSUS results are not yet compiled as of this writing, but a 1998 survey
of archives and archivists has shown that a large percentage of archives is small, with
staff sizes of one or two professionals. These archivists are, by necessity, generalists,
and will find Hunter's book of great value. While the Society of American Archivists'
guides on specific topics continue to be the authoritative word on archival subjects,
having a one-volume general guide at hand can be a big help to any archivist.

Wesley W. Wilson
Coordinator of Archives and Special Collections

DePauw University
Greencastle, Indiana
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